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inseparable. The continuing elevation of the status of Mary as mother of
God is implied, triumphantly, in the Kells image by the fusion of the

imperial and iconic styles of representation. The embedded chi-rho visually
presents the messiah and mother as the chi-rho, and as such, is positioned as

prefatory to the gospel in the Book of Kells.
ln a continuum of images of mother and child, the withdrawn pose of

the child, that excludes communication between the child and the viewer, is
the distinctive change that distinguishes the Kells image from all surviving
images of the mother and child in late seventh- to early ninth-cenhry
Insular iconography. Mary is porhayed as the intermediary between the
worshipper and the incamate word, as the mediatrix. In the detail of the
visual representation of the Kells mother and child, the elevated status of
Mary becomes obvious, and provides evidence that the integral role of
mother of God was urderstood. Through the use of human figures and

symbolism within the complex design of the Kells image, theology is

conveyed in a way not expressed in any other representation of the mother
and child.

In a period when fea¡ ofidolatry proved destructive ofreligious art as

the Byzantine empire was caught in the iconoclast crisis, Insular
iconography displayed an independent and creative element. Culminating
c800 CE in the image of the Kells mother and child, Mary was visually
elevated in lnsular iconography as integral to both Christ's glory and his
suffering, while positioned as mediatrix to encounter supplicants. The Kells
mother and child, in its iconography, is a sophisticated interpretation of the
theology which had, at Ephesus in 431 CE, acknowledged Mary as

theotokos.
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National religions and the survival of stone sculpture
some preliminary observations

Pamela O'Neill

I am not a student ofthe early modern period, and do not pretend to know a
great deal about it. I have been until now a student of the early medieval

period, and in the course of examining early medieval stone sculpture in the

United Kingdom and Ireland have been interested by the wide variation in
survival and condition of that material. In this paper I wish to make some

preliminary observations about the physical effects of the political and

religious developments of the early modem period on the stone sculpture of
the early medieval.

England
'From the 1530s onwards', according to Alastair Maclachlan, 'nationhood

was most clearly focussed around the idea of a national church, and national

consciousness was equated with Protestantism'.I 1533 marked a distinct
point of divergence from Rorne, partly as a result of Henry VIII's oft-
quoted marital difficulties, when the Church of England decided that it was
'sufficient and meet of itself .2 In the early 1530s there was what Eamon

Duft calls 'a minor epidemic' of destruction of images within churches

and wayside crosses, although such acts were still considered tokens of
heresy.3

In July 1536, a convocation of clergy passed Ten Articles, the sixth

of which discussed the proper use of images in religion, which was to
represent virtue and good example and to kindle and stir observers to

remember and lament their sins. It was acceptable to cense, kneel to, offer
to or worship before images, provided it was recognised that these acts were

directed to God and not to the images themselves.a

ln August 1536, a set of royal Injunctions was issued. The fourth

directed that parsons, vicars and the like should not 'set forth or extol any

I Alastair Maclachlan, "'Patriotic scripture": the making and unmaking of English

national identity', Parergon nsl4/l (July 1996) l-30, pl5.
2 WJ Shells, The Engtish Reþrmation i530-/570 (Longman, 1989) pl6.

' E"ron Dutry, The Stripping of the Alørs: Traditional Religion m England

c I 400-c Ì 580 (New Haven and London, 1992) p38l.
o ibidplgz.
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images, relics or miracles for any superstition or lucre, nor allure the people
by any enticements to the pilgrimage of any saint, otherwise than is
permitted in the Articles lately put forth'.5 It went on to explain that rather
than make pilgrimages or offerings, the people would please God more by
working hard, providing for their families, and performing acts of charity.
This injunction did not address the propriety of the presence of images in
churches, but merely their proper use. Nonetheless, over the next two
years, apparently by royal command, monasteries were dissolved and cult
images were suppressed. Roods and images of the virgin within churches
were dismantled and degraded.

A second set oflnjunctions, issued in 1538, took the rather stronger
position that ofierings and pilgrimages to images were to be denounced as
superstitious and tending to idolatry. The clergy of local parishes were
directed to 'take down and delay' any images that were abused with
pilgrimages or offerings. Those that were not so abused were to be left
alone. It is, and possibly was, unclear whether delay meant destroy or
simply remove. Certainly many assumed that it meant destroy, and the
difficulties of determining whether an image was abused allowed radicals
some additional leeway. The same year, 1538, saw the public burning in
London of the statue of st Derfel, taken with some difficulty from the local
community in Llandderfel, Wales.6

Official edicts under Henry varied in their attitude to images, rarigrng
from Henry's letter from Hull directing bishops to remove shrines and
monuments from their churches to the Ktngb Book of 1543 which explicity
approved the setting up of images in churches.T Archbishop Cranmer's
brother broke the arms and legs of a rood at Canterbury, and Commisary
Nevinson directed that images be disfigured.s

Henry's successor, the nine-year-old Edward Vl, n 1547, the year of
his coronation, issued a new set of Injunctions, the third of which ordered
the clergy to have all abused images taken down and destroyed.e while this

ibidp398.
Margaret Asto4 'Iconoclasm in England: Official and Clandestine, in C Davidson
and A E Nichols (eds), Iconoclasm vs Art and Drama (Kalamazoo, lg9g) 47-gl,
p66. The statue is noted for being consþned to the same fire as bum the ,heretic'

John Forest

Duffy, pp429ff.

ibidpp434,440.
Margaret Aston, England's lconoclastsvol I: Laws against Images (Oxford, 19gg)
p255.
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order remained restricted to abused images, it made it absolutely clear that

such images were to be destroyed, and destoyed by the parish clergy' It

also directed that no one other than clergy \üas to direct the destruction.

The twenty-eighth of Edward's Injunctions directed that the clergy should

destroy all 'monuments of feigned miracles, pilgrimages, idolatry and

superstition', and that they should exhort their parishioners to do the same

in their own homes.rn Early in 1548, the privy council removed the

restriction and ordered the removal of all images from churches arid

chapels.ll
An Act of 1550 dictated fines and imprisonment for those who had

'any images of stone, tirnber, alabaster, or earth, graven, carved or painted,

which heretofore have been taken out ofany church or chapel, or yet stand

in any church or chapel' and did not cause them to be defaced and

destroyed.r2 All images had to be rendered incapable of ever serving their

original fr¡nction. If total destruction was not possible, they were to be

severely mutilated. The word 'deface' apparently meant quite literally what

it said: to remove the face. At this time, figures in Exeter cathedral lost

their noses.r3 The early medieval panel at Hovingham, which probably

belonged to a shrine, appears to have had the heads of some figures

deliberately removed while the bodies remained. This is particularly

evident in the two figures to left of centre (figure 1)-

Edward was succeeded in 1553 by the Roman Catholic Mary'

During her short reigrr, considerable attempts were made to repair and

replace the images of which the churches had been st.ipped. Parishes were

required specifically to have a rood with Mary and John, and a statue of

their patron, all of at least five feet in height.ra From a Roman Catholic

viewpoint, this was a period of restoration. However, from the viewpoint of

a student of early medieval stone sculpture, it might be seen as one of

continued destruction, albeit of another kind. Many parishes had never had

sculpture which met the new requirements, and so if their original sculpture

ro ibid p256.
tt Joh' phillips, The Reformation of Images: Destruction of Art in England 1535-

1660 (Berkeley, 1973) P94.t2 
Ãston, England's Iconoclasîs p267.

13 Robert Whiting, Local Responses to the English Reformation (MacMillan, 1998)

p9l
Phillips, p1{i2.
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had been fortunate enough to have survived, it had now to be altered or
replaced.

In 1558, Elizabeth I ascended the throne, and in 1559 issued her
Injunctions. These withdrew slightly from Edward's position. once again,
abused images were to be abolished, but images per se were quietly
avoided. The visitation articles of the same year once again urged the
removal, abolition and destructions of .monuments of feigned and false
miracles, pilgrimages, idoratry, and superstition'.Is Most visitors seem to
have interpreted this as covering the destruction of all images.

Abbot Feckenham in the House of Lords complained in the House of
Lords of the'scrinching and cuuing offthe face and legs of the crucifix,.ró
This contemporary comment on the treatnent of images links directly to the
physical evidence of some s'rviving pieces of early medieval stone
sculpture, where the face and legs of the crucifix show clear toolmarks. The
rood at Romsey shows signs of having been attacked with a chisel or more
probably a point, particularly about the right knee and the face (figure 2).
The figure of christ, which is not a crucifix or rood, at Jevington, has been
attacked with what seems to be a chisel on the lower legs and face, and also
has a few isolated chip marks on the remainder of the body (figure 3). The
rood at Walkem, whose stomach was apparentþ removed to make way for
a beam, has had the lower paft of the face very thoroughly removed, again
probably with a chisel (figure 4). one might conjecture that the upper part
of the face survived because of the rood's position high in the wali and the
tnavailability of ladders, possibly reflecting an unhelpñrl local
congregation.

open-air monuments arso came under attack. In october 1571, rural
deans in the diocese of york were ordered to ensure that .no reriques of
crosses rema)me in any chruche or chaple y*a'." h 157g, reports to* tlr"
diocese of chester suggest that some parishes still had their churchyard
crosses while others had only stumps or headless monuments.ls

In 1603 charges were brougrrt against men who had thrown down
with staves a stone cross standing in the churchyard of wharton.rn These
were obviously st.rdy staves, as a stone cross would not be easy to throw

Nation and Federation in the Celtic World

Astorl England's lcornc lasts p3O0.
ibidpll6.
Asto4 lconoclasm in EnglandpT4.
ibid p75.
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down. A good proportion ofthe stone crosses standing in churchyards must

have dated from the early medieval period. My observations suggest that

such crosses would have been firmly rooted in the ground, often with a
stone socket around the base, and would usually be of a thickness difficult
to fracture with a force less than their own weight. The difficuþ of
destruction would apply equally to a free-standing stone cross of early

medieval type as to the more elaborate later ma¡ket crosses. Witness

Banbury High Cross, where two stonemasons were required to perform the

demolition,20 or Cheapside, destroyed during the civil war, where a

contemporary drawing suggests that four or more men with large picks were

assisted by ladders, ropes, horses and a large crowd.2l

With the advent of civil war in the 1640s, the parliamentary forces

led by Oliver Cromwell were on the side of sfict reform, and accordingly

opposed to religious images. However, there is no doubt that the

destruction brought about in the early part of the English civil war period

was not all dochinally motivated. In the fierce battle for possession of
tenitory, any fortifiable position was put to work. This included churches,

as being frequently large, generally stone structures. In the process of
fortification, and then of giving and receiving fire, it is inevitable that some

destruction would occur.

A royalist account reports that in i|l{ay 1644, having been unable to

defeat the royalist forces at Newbridge, parliamentary soldiers fell back to
Abingdon, whose cross they 'most manfully assaulted and pulled downe to
the grotnd, for feare lest any monument of the religion and piety of our
Ancestors or this present age should be left remaining'.22

In August 1643, a parliamentary ordinance directed the demolition

and removal of altars, altar-rails, chancel steps, images of the Trinity,
Virgln, and saints, crucifixes and crosses. Not only did the order apply to

the interior of chuch buildings, but also to ariy open or public place. A
conscientious agent reported of his work at Gorleston that he 'brake down a

cross on the steeple, and three stone crosses in the chancel, and a stone

cross in the porch'.23

ibid p76

Stephen Portel, Destruction ìn the English Civil Ilars (Stroud, l99a) pl3l
(reproduced from a British Library manuscript).

Mercarius Aulicus (31 May 1644) quoted in MJH Liversidge, 'Abingdon's "Right

Goodly Crosse of Stone"', The Antiquaries Journal L){J,llJlI (1983)

'Journal of William Dowsing' quoted in Asto4 England's lconoclasts p79.
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The fragments of a large stone cross from Easby demonstrate the
thoroughness of these attacks (see figure 5). Not only was the monument
broken into small pieces, ofwhich not all have been recovered but the faces
on one panel have been painstakingly removed with a pick, or more likely,
given the precision of the job, a mallet and point.

Ireland
The reformation in heland, while ostensibly similar to that in England, was
in effect rather different, as can be seen by the relatively high s.rvival rate
of stone sculpture. The well-known high crosses at Durrow, clonmacnoise
and Monasterboice are somewhat typical of the condition of a rarge
proportion of surviving early medieval stone crosses in lreland. In 1536,
the same y.ear as England's Ten A¡ticres and fust rnjunctions, the hish
parliament âbrogated papal supremacy and recognised Henry vIII as head
of the church of keland. The kish monasteries were nominally dissolved
over a period from the 1520s to the 1540s, but those outside the areas under
English contol continued in existence into the seventeenth century.

The Annals ofConnaught record that in 1537,
the miraculous image of Mary at Trim, which had been
venerated for ages by ail the lrish, which used to hear the blind
and the deaf and the leme, and all other sufferers; and the Staff
of Jesus, which was in Dublin, where it worked miracles and
wonders renowned in heland from tåe time of patrick to this
time ... were burnt by the English. More than this, there was no
holy Cross or effigy of Mary or famous image in Ireland which
they did not burn if it fell into their power.2o

This last part is significant, as the evidence suggests that while a
considerable amomt of portable church property and relics may have fallen
into their power, by no means ail of it did. Furttrermore, a q'antity of non-
portable material, like much stone sculpture, was apparently left alone.
Allowance must also be made for some bias leading to exaggeration in the
annals. In the time of Elizabeth, according to GV Jourdan,

the alienation of Church property became a recognised means
of acquiring wealth for those who were bold enough, or mean
enough to lay hands on it. Comrption and intimidation were

24
cited Samantha Meigs, The Reformations in lreland (MacÚillan, 1997) pp5gl
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the means most commonly employed; and all classes shared in

the plunder - even the clergy.zs

The implication is that churches were relieved of valuable property such as

plate, rather than of images as such, and this may in part account for the

survival of much sculpture.

It is claimed that at the Restoration in 1660 many Irish chu¡ches were

in a state of ruin.26 A contemporary observer recorded that 'there rryere very

many crosses in publique Roads ... which, wherever found, were totally

defaced, broken or burned by Cromwellian soldiers'.27 This might again be

a case ofbiased reporting leading to exaggeration. The high cross at Dysert

O'Dea, known as St Tola's high cross, was purportedly 'knocked down by

the Cromwellians',28 but is nonetheless in quite good condition, particularly

when compared with its English comterparts (figute 6). It is possible that

the thoroughness of the job was dictated by the degree of local support or

the time available to the perpeûators - in this case apparently minimal. No

specialised tools have been employed here. The large horizontal crack is

actually on the line of an original join. The bishop's arm, extended in

blessing, and probably always removable, has been lost, not necessarily in

the Cromwellian era. Christ's face has been chipped, but as the head too

was removable, it was not necessarily Cromwell's people who were

responsible for this either. Given that the removable parts were for the

specific purpose of performing miracles of healing, one would expect this

monument to have attracted particular violence. This example shows a

marked contrast between the treaûnent of sculpture in England and in
Ireland.

The Irish Chwch Act of 1869 saw the disestablishment of the Church

of Ireland, meaning that it was no longer connected with the State and was a

volurtary association. The Act was also one of disendowment, where

churches in use were able to be vested in the Church, but disused or ruinous

churches became national monuments.2e National monument status

contributed to the survival of some examples of early medieval stone

sculpture, but arguably contributed to the deterioration of others. The high

cross in the chwchyard at Durrow, although a national monument, is not

2s 
cited Spencer E rvrn, The Polity of the Church of lreland (Ambler, 1965) pl2.

26 
FR Boltoq The Cøoline Tradition of the Church of lretand (SPCK, 1958) p206.

27 
John Synnott quoted in Meigs, pp120fl

28 
Risteard Ua Croinin, þsert O'Dea A History ?"rail (Corofin, nd).

2e Ewin; pp25f.
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well looked after. Neglect, and the trees on the privately owned property
within which the churchyard is contained, have caused considerable damage
to one face in particular (figure 7). By contrast, the high crosses at
clonmacnoise, which became a national monument in 1g77,30 are in superb
condition. Those in the grounds of the church of heland which is still in
use at castledermot a¡e in similarly good condition (figure g), showing that
national monuments are not necessarily better ca¡ed for than thei¡
ecclesiastical counterparts.

Scotland
The reformation in Scotland was achieved less at the instigation of its king
than in defiance of him. In August 1560, following some isolated examples
of destruction of images, the scottish parliament declared that the church of
Rome would no longer be the national church of Scotland, and later that
year the first General Assembly of the church of scotland took place. we
can assume that the dissolution of tho monasteries resulted in some loss of
stone sculpture. Part ofwhat was probably a shrine, discovered at Jedburgh
Abbey, suggests the destruction of such objects, although there is no
evidence that in this case destruction was deliberate (figure 9).

The period ofmore serious upheaval in the Scottish church began not
long before the outbreak of civil war in England. In March 163g, the
National covenant was siped at Greyfriars' church rn Edinburgh. The
Glasgow Assembly in November of the same year abolished episcopacy.

The General Assembly of July 1640, in Aberdeen, passed an .Act
Anent the Demolishing of Idolatrous Monuments', whose text was short
and to the point:

Forasmuch as the Assembly is informe{, that in divers parts of
this Kingdome, and specially in the North parts of the same,
many Idolatrous Monuments, erected and made for Religious
worship, are yet exta¡rt, Such as Crucifixes, Images of Christ,
Mary, and Saints departed, ordaines the saids Monuments to be
taken down, demolished, and destroyed, and that with all
convenient diligence: And that the care of this work shall be
incumbent to the Presbyteries and provinciall Assemblies

30 
Duchas The Heritage Service, Clonmacnoise Visitors, Guide.
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within this Kingdome: and their commissioners to report their

diligence herein to the next Generall Assembly'3r

ln one case at least, a presbytery clearly did not comply with this Act, for in

July 1642 at St Andrews, the General Assembly issued another instruction:

Anent the report of idolahous monuments in the Kirk of

Ruthwell the Assemblie finds that the monument therein

mentioned is idolatrous, and therefore reconìmends to the

Presb¡erie that they carefully urge the order prescrived by the

Acts of Parliament anent the abolishing of these monuments, to

be put to execution.32

whatever the reason for Ruthwell's previous non-compliance, subsequentþ

the Ruthwell Cross was certainly taken down, demolished, and not quite

destroyed (figure l0). Despite a fairly accomplished restoration, there are

clear signs of faces, hands and an entire crucifixion being chiselled off, as

well as the breaking of the monument into pieces. The largest piece,

though, was allowed to remain inside the church for over a hundred years,

until it was removed to allow a new floor to be laid a¡outd 1780'33

The village of st vigeans displays an interesting collection of early

medieval stone sculpture. Allen and Anderson identified fragments of at

least l7 cross-slabs, two free-standing crosses, three other monuments with

crosses, and assorted ot1er fragments.'o Many of the fragments here have

been reshaped for reuse, primarily as construction material. It is likely that

the pieces were already damaged when this reshaping occurred'

lnterestingly, of the larger reshaped pieces, none contains a recognisable

cross or image of a saint. I would suggest that these items (eg St Vigeans

No l, figure ll)3s were considered suitable for leaving in large, and

3l cited paul Meyvaert, 'An Apocalypse panel on the Ruthwell Cross', Medieval and

Renaissance Studiesg (Summer 1978) ppaf.
32 cited Brendan cassidy, 'The Later Life of the Ruthwell cross' in Brendan cassidy

(ed), The Ruthwell Cross (Princeton, 1992) 3-34' p4 '
33 

John Dinwiddie, The Ruthwell Cross and its story (Dumfries, 1927) p98'
34 J Romilly Allen and Joseph Anderson, The Early Christian Monuments of

Scottard(1903; new ed Forfar, 1993) Part III pp235fi 268ff
35 St Vigeans No I and St Vigeans No la were cemented together in the nineteenth

century. curiously, Allen and Anderson report this work as having already been

carried out, althõugh their photographs show the pieces separately. This leads me

tosuspectthattheymayhavebeeninvolvedinthecementingproject.Their
photographs of the individual pieces accuratety display the extent of each

fragment, which is considerably exaggerated in the combined object'

2tl
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therefore useful, pieces because they no longer contained offensive
material. The pieces where such matter as cross-heads or human figures
can be identified are not reshaped and are in general much smaller,
suggesting that they were disca¡ded as rubble or perhaps buried (eg St
Vigeans No la, figure 12).36

curiously, some early medieval stone sculphre in Scotland remained
untouched, including several high crosses on the westem Isles and isolated
examples on the mainland. Perhaps the General Assembly was not well
informed about the situation in these outlying areas.

Survival
From these very preliminary observations, it seems that national religions,
and the ways in which they developed, had considerable effect on the
survival of early medieval stone sculpture in England, Ireland and Scotland.
England's Reformation was protracted and ambivalent, the civil war period
one of considerable violence and religious fanaticism, and sculpture
suffered various indignities over a long period. Individuals and
congregations, as well as officials, were urged or forced to damage or
destoy stone sculpture, and employed whatever tools were to hand.
heland's Reformation was imposed from the outside, and perhaps never
wholly espoused by the people. Accordingly, while the opportunity to
plunder church plate may have been exploited, much stone sculpture was
left fairly well alone. some monu¡nents that were attacked suffered only
minimal damage. The disestablishment of the church of heland meant that
some monuments became neglected while others were well maintained. In
Scotland, refomr of religion was extreme, and the fate of sculpture dictated
centrally. Arguably the intact survivals wer.e unknown to the authorities. In
general, sculph'e with offending material was severely damaged or
destoyed, while it seems that once those portions had been dealt with the
remaining portions were made available for more utilitarian ptnposes,
meaning that in many cases quite large fragments survive.

36 A noteable exception is St vigeans No 7, which still bears a clear, though severely
trimmed cross, and was purportedly reused as a grave marker. It appears to be
assumed (eg Anna Ritchie, rhe Picts (Edinburgh 1989) p37) that the trimming was
to obtain a more suitable size and shape for a grave marker, but I would suggest
the possibility that the trimming was done in order to remove signs of (possibly
deliberate) damage.
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Figure 1: sculptured panel, Hovingham, North Yorkshire (photo: author)

Figure 2: rood, Romsey, Hampshire þhoto: author)
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Figure 5: çross-shaft, Easby, North Yorkshire - Victoria and Albert
Museum (photo: author)

Figure 3: figure of Christ, Jevington, East Sussex (photo: author)

Figure 4: rood, Walkern, Hertfordshire (photo: author)
Figure 6: high cross, Dysert O'De4 Ireland (photo: author)
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Figure 7z ttrghcross, Drrrow, heland þhoto: author) Figure 9: sculptured panel, Jedburgh, Borders þhoto: author)

Figure l0: Ruthwell Cross, Dumfries and Galloway (photos: author)
Figure 8: high cross, Castlederrnot, Ireland þhoto: author)
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Figure l1: St Vigeans No I (photo: Allen and Anderson, p236)
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David Jones: the battle of the psyche - lost and won!

Marian Marcatili

Introduction
The welsh artist and poet David Jones experienced debilitating periods of

mental illness or neurosis throughout his life. This illness not only

intemrptedandpreventedhimfromfollowinghisvocationandpassion'
painting, but also from completing literary works' Ironically it may well

t urr" b""n this neurosis thai gave him the creative drive and conceptual

visionthatgeneratedhismanyenigmaticworksofvisualartandliterary
works as well.

Iwillbeexploringthedevelopmentandimpactthatthisillnessmay
have had on Jones' life as well as analysing selected works completed by

Jones, from the post-World War I period to the drawing made for the

Frontispiece to In Parenthesrs, published in 1937' This period takes in

paintings made prior to his first major neurotic episode or breakdown' and I

will examine images and motifs that may prove insightful in detecting

deeper emotional disturbances that culminated in the inevitable'

As well, I will be comparing some images and motifs with those from

a collection of psychiatric art made by Eric Curmingham Dax' This

collection of psychiatric art works began in the early 1950s from the

beginnings of art therapy for retumed prisoners of war in Birmingham after

world war Ii. n move to Australia and a subsequent appointment in 1952

to the Victorian Mental Health Authority allowed Cunningham Dax to

establishastudioarrdgalleryintheRoyalParkPsychiaûicHospital,where
patients produced puintings' models and tapestries' Over the years' works

were donated from othei hospitals, clinics and practitioners as well as

artists, patients and anonymous donations' The collection holds

approximately nine thousand works and from around 1984' thesç were

housedatMelbourneUniversity,glvenofficialrecogrritionbytheVice.
Chancellor, Professor Pennington, and used in the teaching, diagnosis and

research of psYchiatric ilhess.r

Eric Cunningham Dax, The Cunningham Dax Collection: selecîed works of

psychiatric art (Melboume, 1998) ppz-a'

,".;.¿*4#;;*,'

Figure 12: St Vigeans No la (photo: Allen and Anderson , p236)
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